Estimating Coverage of Hepatitis B Birth Dose Vaccination: A Pilot Study in Western Pacific Countries
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Introduction

Perinatal hepatitis B virus (HBV) transmission is a major determinant of HBV carrier status and is strongly associated with HBV prevalence, particularly hepatitis B e antigen (HBeAg) prevalence in childbearing women, and with vaccine coverage levels of hepatitis B birth dose [1]. For the prevention of perinatal and early horizontal transmission of HBV, the World Health Organization (WHO) recommends the universal administration of a birth dose of hepatitis B vaccine (HepB) within the first 24 hours of life [2]. While approximately 90% of infants infected perinatally become chronic carriers, the risk for chronic HBV infection decreases to 30% for children infected between ages one and four years and to less than 5% for persons infected as adults [3-5]. Chronic HBV infection manifests predominantly as liver cirrhosis or hepatocellular carcinoma, for which treatment is limited in many countries. Recent prevalence estimates suggest that globally 240 million people are chronically infected with HBV [6].

The recombinant HepB consisting of purified hepatitis B surface antigen (HBsAg) was first introduced in 1986 and has since replaced the earlier plasma-derived hepatitis B vaccine originally released in 1982. The recombinant HepB is now incorporated in many different combinations vaccines, such as a pentavalent diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis, haemophilus influenza type B, and HepB (DTPhibHepB) combination vaccine and is also available in a monovalent formulation. HepB has been administered over a billion times and has both a very strong safety [7] and efficacy record [8-13]. Several country studies are available showing the effectiveness of HepB vaccination in reducing prevalence of chronic HBV infection, for example from Alaska [14], the Gambia [15], Italy [16], and Taiwan [17]. Prevention of early infection, achieved by a birth dose of HepB, is the principle intervention to reduce the disease burden attributable to chronic HBV infection.

To ensure maximum efficacy, the HepB birth dose must be administered as soon as possible following birth, preferably within 24 hours [2]. Currently 88 WHO member states recommend universal administration of a HepB birth dose. However, definitions of a birth dose vary by country and current recording and reporting practices do not necessarily permit direct estimation of the proportion of births receiving a dose of HepB within the first 24 hours of life. Since the birth dose may be administered through multiple strategies by a variety of personnel, the development of vaccination policies and the establishment of accurate and complete recording and reporting systems may require significant coordination.

Since 2000 WHO and UNICEF jointly provide annual estimates of national infant immunization coverage for selected vaccines. Levels and trends of immunization coverage are used (i) to monitor the performance of immunization services locally, nationally and internationally; (ii) to guide strategies for the eradication, elimination and control of vaccine-preventable diseases; and (iii) to identify areas of immunization systems that may require additional resources and focused attention. Models of vaccine-preventable disease burden frequently include immunization coverage levels among their components [18]. While coverage estimates are available for the principle recommended infant vaccines,
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including the third dose of hepatitis B vaccine (HepB3), estimates are not currently made for the birth dose of hepatitis B vaccine.

Our objective is to produce estimates of HepB birth dose coverage for all WHO member states of the Western Pacific Region. We extend the methods used to produce coverage estimates for other infant vaccines by including additional data from surveys and databases. Validation procedures are applied using appropriate proxy indicators, e.g. percentage of births in health facilities. We believe this method can be used to generate HepB birth dose coverage for all other countries.

Materials and Methods

To estimate the proportion of births receiving a dose of HepB within 24 hours of life we searched for and extracted relevant data and applied methods previously used to estimate vaccine coverage. Data used include: national immunization coverage for the final dose in the HepB series (HepB3) and BCG reported by national health authorities to WHO and UNICEF (WHO Vaccine Preventable Disease Monitoring System, WHO/IYB) [19], immunization coverage survey results from the Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS) [20], UNICEF Multiple Indicator Surveys [21], and National EPI surveys. We also conducted an additional non-systematic MEDLINE search to obtain studies and reports that address HepB birth dose coverage. In order to validate obtained information, we extracted estimates for the percentage of births occurring in health facilities and percentage of births with skilled attendance from the WHO Regional Office for the Western Pacific Region's (WPR) Tool (now published as the Health Information and Intelligence Platform for the Western Pacific Region, Interim Solution) [22], the WPR Country Health Information Profiles (CHIP) for 2009-2011 [23], Millennium Development Goals Indicators [24], EPI Profiles: 2009, and Operational indicators for hepatitis B control [25] (Figure 1).

We assumed that survey data are more accurate than country-reported reported data unless there are clear flaws in the survey methodology or report e.g. sample size not stated [18]. If survey data were available on delayed birth doses, i.e. >24 hours after birth, we assume that the proportion of birth doses that was administered late was the same for children whose coverage was based on caretaker recall. If only the timely birth dose is reported, we assume that all caretaker recall birth dose are timely.

Proxy indicators used for validating reported birth dose coverage include coverage reported by national authorities and WHO and UNICEF estimates of coverage (WUENIC) for HepB3 and BCG. If WUENIC estimates for HepB3 and BCG are not based on coverage reported by national authorities, we assume that inaccurate or inconsistent immunization coverage reporting applies to reported birth dose coverage as well. If nationally reported coverage varies significantly over time, we assume this reflects as reporting artefact rather than true sudden changes in birth dose coverage.

Since birth dose administration requires a skilled health care professional, it is highly unlikely that birth dose coverage exceeds the percentage of births attended by a skilled attendant. These births may occur in health facilities or at home, if a country has a mechanism for administering the birth dose at home, as indicated on the EPI profile. If the percentage of institutional births reported by a country is 100%, we assume no births take place outside of institutions.

Results

We estimate that in 2010 eight countries reached 99% coverage but the lowest coverages were as little as 2% (Viet Nam) and 9% (Lao). Overall, for 10 of 23 countries in the Western Pacific region, our methodology provided preliminary birth dose coverage estimates that were different to those reported by national authorities. The variability was as great as 50% (Kiribati, 2003). Noteworthy are countries where the indicator data either supported or contradicted the reported data. Figures 2-5 present four examples for different outcomes and implications using this methodology.

**HepB birth dose estimate is based on estimates reported by national authorities**

Between 2006 and 2010, data reported by national authorities indicate consistent coverage in Papua New Guinea and, as there is no birth dose survey data, the preliminary estimate of HepB birth dose coverage is based entirely on reported data. Survey data available for other vaccines generally supported reported data in Papua New Guinea over this time period, suggesting reported birth dose coverage in 2006-2010 is reliable.

A greater variation between reported data in 2001 and 2002 implies a
high likelihood of inaccurate reporting, which is furthermore indicated by the fact that the gives an official estimate that is vastly lower than their administrative data. In addition, the reported birth dose coverage (79%) percentage exceeds that of institutional births (44.8%). As Papua New Guinea does not have a mechanism for administration of the birth dose at home, this suggests that for at least 2002 the official country report is too high. The 2002 estimate of 41% interpolated between 2001 and 2003 reported data is supported by the supplementary indicator data (as indicated by the arrow in figure 2).

It is noteworthy that the survey assessing the 2004 birth cohort reported 15.5% coverage within 24 hours or 26% within 48 hours. Administration after 24 hours does not qualify as a valid dose, but 26.6% coverage is comparable to the later reported coverage estimates in 2006-2010 (ranging 27%-35%) which indicates that the country may potentially be using an incorrect definition of the birth dose in these earlier years too. This survey was not included in the preliminary estimate because it only included information from immunization cards and not parental recall data for estimating the timely administration coverage.

HepB birth dose estimates influenced by WUENIC estimates for other infant vaccines

For Kiribati, no proxy indicator data such as skilled attendance at birth or institutional birth indicator data were available, but there were proxy indicator data on the difference between country-reported data and WUENIC for other vaccines, namely BCG coverage.

As figure 3 shows, between 2000 and 2004 the official country estimate and administrative data varied widely. Following the standard WUENIC guidelines, no estimate is made exceeding 99%. However, the proxy indicator data gives additional information to suggest reporting issues in this country. In addition to variability seen with the reported coverage of other vaccines, the reported HepB birth dose coverage exceeds that of BCG (2002 and 2003, as shown in figure 3 by the arrows). As BCG does not have stringent criteria for timeliness, it seems unlikely that the administration of the HepB birth dose was both within 24 hours and at a greater coverage than BCG.

**HepB birth dose estimates based on nationally reported data and survey data**

Ideally, country birth dose coverage estimates can be based on both data reported by national authorities and survey results. Fiji provides an example where survey coverage estimates are available for one cohort and although slightly lower than the interpolated reported data, generally corroborate this official estimate. The same survey suggests coverage for all other vaccines were conversely under-reported for this cohort.

**HepB birth dose estimates capped by indicator data**

In the case of contradiction between indicator data and official country estimates, appropriate and reliable survey data is normally used in the WUENIC method in lieu of a national estimate. If survey data follow the same general trend, as in the case of Cambodia, coverage estimates can be calibrated to the survey for other years too.

However, in this specific Cambodian example, indicator data- as annotated on figure 5 (the arrows)- for percentage of births in health facilities are below both the country-reported and survey-reported birth dose coverage. Although skilled attendance at birth is reported.
to be higher in the CHIP database (58% in 2008, 63% in 2009, 71% in 2010), Cambodia does not have a policy of administering the birth dose at home births so these extra births outside health facilities with skilled attendance are still unlikely to have been reached with the birth dose in a timely manner. This suggests the reported as well as the survey data from which the WUENIC estimate would normally be based, is likely erroneous for these years. The percentage of births occurring in health facilities' caps the coverage estimate in our methodology (39% in 2008, 44% in 2009 and 54% in 2010).

Discussion

For the first time, a protocol for generating estimates of HepB birth dose coverage has been outlined. We evaluated whether the use of the proxy indicators improves the estimation process or whether the WUENIC methodology currently utilized for other vaccines would be equally viable for generating HepB birth dose estimates. Looking at country examples, Papua New Guinea illustrated how indicator data can corroborate interpolated estimates leading to the decision to reject the country-reported estimate in 2002. Similarly, proxy indicator data support a lower estimate than reported by the country for Kiribati in 2002 and 2003. In countries where country-reported or survey data were accepted, indicator data either validates this choice (e.g. Fiji) or questions a new estimate, such as in Cambodia. The example of Cambodia particularly illustrates the utility of this new methodology as indicator data directly challenges the output of the WUENIC method in 2008-2010 and caps the estimate in a way that would previously not have been proposed. This is strong evidence to support the use of data on facility births and skilled attendance at birth to improve the estimate process on a country-by-country basis.

The current analysis contributes significantly to the goal of estimating global country-specific HepB birth dose coverage comparable to other vaccine coverage estimates in terms of documented methodology and comprehensiveness. In developing an estimation process and approach for the Western Pacific countries, we believe that there is potential for use of this methodology to produce estimates for other countries that administer the birth dose. However, there are scarce data on health facilities and skilled attendance birth in some regions, e.g. Africa, and the proposed estimation process may not be appropriate in the absence of indicator data. By means of the proposed method, countries that are in need of support, e.g. in terms of strengthening systems of administering, reporting birth dose, and in terms of logistics of birth dose delivery can be identified.

Addressing main challenges and limitations

HepB birth dose coverage estimates are not available from most surveys such as DHS, MICS or EPI. Surveys on immunization coverage often record the percentage coverage for the birth dose as validated by a card or by parental recall, which can help assessing whether the dose was valid for inclusion in the WHO and UNICEF estimation process. Too often, however, surveys do not include sufficiently detailed questions on HepB immunization to differentiate between a valid birth dose and simply the first dose, which may be given later at first clinical contact. Previous experience has shown that even when HepB immunization is included in the questionnaire, data collected are often not presented in the final report

So far, many countries have not established robust mechanism for confirming timeliness of birth dose and uncertainty is associated with using parental recall on timeliness of administration. The example of Fiji indicates that parental recall is not sensitive enough to distinguish between timely and late doses. However, it could also be argued that parental recall is more accurate with a birth dose than with vaccines administered later in life because it is the only vaccine to be given in first 24 hours and may be more memorable. On the other hand, BCG scarifies and provides validation of immunization card or parental reported coverage. Nonetheless, the unusual timing of the HepB birth dose could help explain why a survey may seem more consistent for birth dose than for other EPI vaccines (e.g. in Fiji).

Although there are potential explanations for discrepancies between data reported by national authorities and surveys or indicators, a direct country consultation can provide further insight into the selection of one competing data source of another. From our experience with immunization coverage reporting, there are numerous reasons such as hospital records not being reliable or general issues with denominators when calculating administrative coverage, which would not be an issue with a survey. This was illustrated in the example of Kiribati (Figure 3) where some reported coverage were over 100%, suggesting denominator issues when calculating coverage i.e. inaccurate information on the size of the birth cohort. Problems with denominators also cause extreme fluctuation in reported coverage in small countries such as the Pacific Islands and in countries with high proportion of home births, as it is not apparent whether administrative data include non-facility births. An effective birth notification system with the potential to link it to other data sources would be a major step in accomplishing reliable vaccine coverage estimates but is also crucial for other health data. This would overcome limitations of surveys that are related to cohort effects in a way that cohort-specific estimates can be produced.

Another important issue refers to national administrative definitions of timeline of birth dose. Annual changes can affect available data used for generating coverage estimates. This fact may have triggered the sudden changes in reported coverage in example 1 for Papua New Guinea. Estimates from Vietnam also allude to changes in policy on birth dose administration. Initially administration within three days of birth was considered as a birth dose and is thus inaccurate following the latter definition of a birth dose to be given within 24 hours of birth. For validation purpose, the percentage of these birth doses that were given within 24 hours is a crucial input into the coverage estimation process and can provide a more realistic estimate than the country-reported data that referred to doses administered within three days. These examples point to the need to record time of birth, which is also relevant for other public health research areas.

Based on our analysis, indicator data can provide relevant validation in generating HepB birth dose estimates. Extrapolation to other regions will require availability of such data, including surveys which incorporate birth dose questions. The HepB birth dose is important as it is the only vaccine for preventing perinatal transmission, which is associated with a greatly increased risk of developing a chronic HBV infection. Evaluation of coverage is therefore vital for impact assessment and monitoring the efficacy of HepB immunization as a component of a comprehensive strategy to address the burden of disease associated with HBV infection.
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